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Observational feature of high-z AGN jets 
• Brighter than Low-z AGN jets (more than ×3) 
• Compact radio structure (≤ a few arcsec) 
　　　→ Doppler Beaming effect?? 

[Prediction] 
The detection ratio of blazar is mostly higher than that of other  
types at high-z by the beaming. 

⚪ The cosmological evolution of space density of blazar 
• LDDE (Luminosity-dependent density evolution) 

The cosmological evolution of FSRQs is depended on the  
luminosity. Brighter FSRQ grows at lowerredshift ( Ueda+03) 

• Maximum space density: z~2 (Mao+17) 
▷ If “Perfect” LDDE model is estimated… 

• The number of the FSRQ can be estimated at each redshift! 

3.3. Luminosity-dependent Density Evolution
and the Redshift Peak

AGN populations tend to have luminosity-dependent density
evolution (LDDE; Ueda et al. 2003; Ajello et al. 2012), so we
also fit the FSRQ to a model of this type, in which the evolution
is primarily in density with a luminosity-dependent redshift
peak,
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F( )L z, is the same double power-law as in Equation (11). This
parameterization is similar to that used by Ueda et al. (2003), but
is continuous around the redshift peak zc(L), which has
the advantage for the fitting algorithm of smooth derivatives of
the fitting function. Therefore the zc(L) term corresponds to the
(luminosity-dependent) redshift where the evolution changes sign,
with *zc being the redshift peak for an FSRQ with a luminosity of
Lfactor (trial and error leads to =L 10factor

43 erg s−1).
The LDDE model provides a good fit to the FSRQ sample,

reproducing the observed distributions in Figure 8. The fitted
parameters are reported in Table 5, and the ratio of the log-
likelihoods indicates a better fit for the LDDE than the PLE
model (marginal improvement for the clean sample, significant
improvement for the inclusive sample).

The parameters also confirm that the redshift of maximum
space density increases with increasing luminosity. (The power-
law index of the redshift-peak evolution is a = 0.08 0.05.)
This redshift evolution can be seen in Figure 9, which shows the
change in space density for different luminosity bins.

3.4. Comparison with Previous Results

To obtain the model LF of FSRQ at redshift z=0, we de-
evolve the luminosities (PLE) or densities (LDDE) according
to the best-fit parameters. To compare to survey data, we
extrapolate the luminosities and densities according to the
appropriate evolution (with either PLE or LDDE best-fit
parameters) and then use the å V1 max method (Schmidt 1968)
to construct the observed LF at z=0. Ordinarily, the
maximum volume for a source corresponds to the maximum
redshift at which it would still be above the flux limit of the
sample. Here we weigh the maximum volume Vmax by the PLE
or LDDE evolution:
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where Li is the source luminosity, zmax is the redshift above
which the source drops out of the survey, and ( )e z L, i is the
evolution term defined in Equation (15), normalized at the
minimum redshift =z 0min to which the LF is to be de-evolved.
In the LF, the individual uncertainties of each of the best-fit

parameters are reported in Tables 4 and 5. These were found by
minimizing Equation (5) and then varying the parameter of
interest while the others float. The process is repeated until a
variation ofD =B 1 is achieved, which provides an estimate of
the 68% confidence interval for that parameter (Avni 1976).

Figure 9. Evolution of FSRQ in four luminosity bins, using the best-fit LF with the LDDE description of evolution, shows that the space density of the most luminous
FSRQs peaks earlier in the history of the universe, while the bulk of the population (i.e., the low-luminosity objects) peaks at later times. The y-axis is the log of the
space density of FSRQ (i.e., number per unit volume, per unit luminosity normalized to 1043 erg s−1, making the ordinate 1043 times the number per Mpc3). The lines
are the best-fit LF evaluated at the median luminosities of each bin, =Llog 42.80 (black), 43.27 (red), 43.64 (green), 44.12 (blue) erg s−1; the data points are
evaluated using Equation (9). The redshift range for each bin is limited by requiring at least one source within the volume and sensitivity limits of the radio survey.
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Fig. 2. Spectral index distribution for the
sample of 330 sources (S ∝ να).

Fig. 3. Luminosity as a function of redshift
for the full sample of 330 sources (shown
by filled squares) calculated with H◦ =

100 h km s−1Mpc−1 and q◦ = 0.5 as a
numerical example. The latter values have
not been used in the regression analysis de-
scribed in Sect. 4.2. The solid lines show lu-
minosities of sources with flux density of 1,
0.1 and 0.01 Jy, calculated under assumption
that the spectral index α = 0.

The histogram of the spectral index distribution is shown in
Fig. 2. We note, that we have used the value of spectral index
as calculated, in most cases, from measurements of total flux
density on arcsecond or larger angular scales although our dis-
cussion of angular dimensions is based on milliarcsecond-scale
structures, which account for only part of the total flux. Formost
of the sources, this distinction is not important as nearly all of
the flux density in sources of interest is contained in the compact
component. Where relevant, such as for Cyg A, we specifically

used the flux density of the core component. In a few special
cases marked in column 6, when flux density at 20 cm was not
available, the spectral index was calculated between 6 cm and
another longer wavelength as explained in the footnotes.

Fig. 3 shows the luminosity of all the sources in our sample
as a function of their redshift. (Throughout this paper we use
H◦ = 100h km s−1 Mpc−1 and a deceleration parameter q◦ =
0.5 to calculate the luminosity). The shape of the luminosity
– redshift diagram and the narrow dispersion simply reflects

Gurvits+99
The cosmological evolution of AGN jets



Statistical discussion of Wide-band radio spectrum for 30 VLBI detected AGN jets at z≥4.5  
(Coppejans+17) 

Observational approach at High-z
INTRODUCTION
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Figure 6. The radio spectrum of J1026+2542. The fit to the spectrum is shown as a solid line.

Figure 7. The radio spectrum of J1400+3149. The fit to the spectrum is
shown as a solid line.

4.1.5 J1400+3149

We fitted the spectrum of J1400+3149 (Fig. 7) with a power law
with a spectral index of −0.36 ± 0.07.

4.1.6 J1430+4204

WFP2006 observed J1430+4204 at 15.2 GHz over a period of
∼7.5 yr, during which they found the flux density to vary between
∼70 and ∼430 mJy. Based on these findings and the spectrum of
J1430+4204 (Fig. 8), we conclude that J1430+4204 is extremely
variable. Fig. 8 gives the average 15.2-GHz WFP2006 flux density.
Fitting a power law to the spectrum, we find a spectral index of
0.10 ± 0.03. While this spectral index is likely not a good indi-
cation of the spectral index of the source at any given time, it can
be considered as an average spectral index. Combining this with

the finding that J1430+4204 is Doppler-boosted (CFC2016), we
conclude that J1430+4204 is an FSRQ.

4.2 Steep-spectrum and USS sources

The eight sources discussed in this section are all fitted with a single
power-law spectrum with α < −0.5. Included in this class of sources
are the USS sources, which we will define as objects with α < −1.0
across their entire spectral range.

4.2.1 J0311+0507

Matching the VLBI position for J0311+0507 to FIRST (1.4 GHz),
we find that there are 15 sources within 2 arcmin of the source,
and that the nearest neighbour is 5.2 arcsec away. In the survey
catalogue, these sources are indicated to have side lobe probabilities
between 0.063 and 0.528 (Helfand et al. 2015). Looking at the
image of J0311+0507 in FIRST, the VLA beam pattern is clearly
visible around the source, with the neighbouring sources all lying
on the beam pattern.5 Comparing the 1.4-GHz FIRST and NVSS
images and based on the probabilities of the sources being side
lobes, we conclude that the nearest real source to J0311+0507 is
330 arcsec away, and that the 15 neighbouring sources in FIRST
are all artefacts. We matched J0311+0507 to the source 4C+04.11
in the 178-MHz 4C survey (Gower, Scott & Wills 1967). However,
because the 4C survey has a resolution of 11.5 arcmin, the flux
density of the nearby sources will blend with that of J0311+0507,
we discarded the match. We, for the same reason, discarded the
matches to Bursov (1996) (at 0.96, 2.3, 3.94 and 7.69 GHz), Parijskij
et al. (2010) (at 0.5, 1.4 and 3.94 GHz), Parijskij et al. (1996) (at
1.425 GHz), Pariiskii et al. (1992) (at 3.945 GHz) and Braude et al.
(1979) (at 16.7 MHz).

J0311+0507 was classified as a USS source by Röettgering et al.
(1994), who found it to have a spectral index of −1.17 ± 0.03

5 http://third.ucllnl.org/cgi-bin/firstcutout
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Figure 10. The radio spectrum of J0813+3508. The fit to the spectrum is
shown as a solid line.

Figure 11. The radio spectrum of J0836+0054.

of ∼43.7 kpc. FPG2010(V) observed both sources with the EVN
at 1.7 and 5 GHz. While the second source was not detected, the
authors did find a jet pointing from J0813+3508 towards the second
source in the 1.7-GHz image. From this, FPG2010(V) concluded
that the second source is a lobe of J0813+3508 that is resolved out
by the VLBI observations. The only non-VLBI observation that has
high enough resolution to resolve the two components is FIRST,
in which the main and second components have flux densities of
37.5 ± 1.9 and 11.5 ± 0.6 mJy, respectively. In the source spectrum
(shown in Fig. 10), the FIRST flux density is therefore the sum of
the flux densities of the two components. Fitting a power law to
the spectrum, we find α = −0.80 ± 0.12. We note that 148-MHz
TGSS has a resolution of 25 × 25 arcsec2, and that J0813+3508
has a fitted source size of (28.8 ± 1.4) × (18.8 ± 0.6) arcsec2 in
the survey (Intema et al. 2017). The TGSS flux density being lower
than the predicted value can therefore be explained by J0813+3508
being partially resolved or by variability.

4.2.3 J0836+0054

Fitting the spectrum of J0836+0054 (Fig. 11) with a power law
gives a spectral index of α = −0.89 ± 0.29. This indicates that the

Figure 12. The radio spectrum of J0940+0526. The fit to the spectrum is
shown as a solid line.

source can be a USS source within the uncertainties. J0836+0054
has 1.4-GHz FIRST and NVSS flux densities of 1.11 ± 0.06 and
2.5 ± 0.5 mJy, respectively. In addition, PCB2003 found a 1.4-GHz
flux density of 1.75 ± 0.04 mJy during their observations with the
VLA at a resolution of 1.5 arcsec. Since the PCB2003 observations
have a higher resolution than FIRST, and an ∼60 per cent higher flux
density, this, along with the flux density difference between FIRST
and NVSS, could indicate that J0836+0054 is variable. However,
the NVSS source is positionally offset from the FIRST source by
about 15 arcsec to the north-east. Since NVSS has a resolution of
45 arcsec compared to the 5 arcsec of FIRST, the flux density and
positional difference could also be because of resolution effects.
This interpretation is supported by the PCB2003 flux density being
consistent with the NVSS value and the PCB2003 observations
having a 1σ noise level of 0.0216 mJy beam−1 compared to the
0.15 mJy beam−1 of FIRST. Additionally the 1.4 GHz FPM2005
flux density is consistent with both the NVSS and PCB2003 values
but not with the FIRST value. While the FPM2005 observations
have a resolution of 6.3 × 4.4 arcsec2, which is similar to FIRST,
they have a lower noise level of 0.083 mJy beam−1. We therefore
conclude that J0836+0054 is likely not variable, but cannot rule out
the possibility.

We finally note that the fitted spectrum predicts a 148-MHz flux
density of ∼12.0 mJy, while the 148-MHz TGSS upper limit indi-
cates that the flux density is below 6.1 mJy. This could be due to the
uncertainty introduced in the fitted spectral index by the resolution
effects mentioned above, variability, or a potential spectral turnover.

4.2.4 J0940+0526

We fitted the spectrum of J0940+0526 (Fig. 12) with a single power
law with a spectral index of α = −0.77 ± 0.10.

4.2.5 J1427+3312

We fitted the spectrum of J1427+3312 (Fig. 13) with a single power
law with α = −0.62 ± 0.17. Although we classify the source as
having a steep spectrum, it is also possible that it has a flat spectrum
within the errors. Note that the reason why the fitted line does not fit
the 8.4-GHz MCM2008 point very well is because the smaller errors
on the 149-MHz WWR2016 and 1.4-GHz CMM1999 flux densities
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Figure 19. The radio spectrum of J0913+5919. The solid line shows the
fitted log parabola.

Figure 20. The radio spectrum of J1146+4037. A power-law fit to the
spectrum is shown as a solid line.

ripple-free images. We will therefore continue using the new flux
density, which is labelled as CWH2007(re) in Fig. 19.

Fitting a log parabola to the spectrum gives νo = 928 ± 89 MHz,
which translates to a rest-frame turnover frequency of 5670 ±
544 MHz. We note that due to the lack of spectral coverage, the
uncertainty on the turnover frequency is likely underestimated.

4.3.4 J1146+4037

If we were to fit a power law to the spectrum of J1146+4037 (ex-
cluding the upper limits and VLBI observations), it would give a
spectral index of α = 0.64 ± 0.05 (see Fig. 20). However, the pre-
dicted flux density at 4850 MHz would then be ∼27 mJy, which is
well above the 4.9-GHz GB6 upper limit of 18 mJy. It is therefore
most likely that the spectrum flattens towards higher frequencies,
and considering that the spectral index between the 1.7 and 5 GHz
of the FPG2010(V) VLBI points is −0.53 ± 0.06 (CFC2016), it
appears to turn over. While care should be taken when comparing
non-VLBI and VLBI spectral indices, we believe it is justified in
this case, as the 1.4-GHz FIRST and 1.6-GHz FPG2010(V) flux

Figure 21. The radio spectrum of J1235−0003.

Figure 22. The radio spectrum of J1242+5422. The solid line is fitted
between the 612-MHz GMRT610, FIRST (1.4 GHz) and NVSS (1.4 GHz)
flux densities, while the dashed line is fitted between all of the non-VLBI
flux densities excluding FIRST and NVSS.

densities are comparable (12.4 ± 0.6 and 15.5 ± 0.8 mJy, respec-
tively). Crucially, the GB6 upper limit also indicates a turnover. We
therefore conclude that J1146+4037 likely has a spectral turnover
around 1.4 GHz and we classify it as a peaked-spectrum source.

4.3.5 J1235−0003

It is clear that J1235−0003 has a peaked spectrum (Fig. 21). How-
ever, due to a lack of spectral coverage, we cannot constrain the
location of the spectral peak.

4.3.6 J1242+5422

Fitting a power law between the 1.4-GHz FIRST, 1.4-GHz
NVSS and 612-MHz GMRT610 flux densities in the spectrum of
J1242+5422 (Fig. 22) gives α = −0.49 ± 0.05. Fitting a power
law (the dashed line in Fig. 22) between all of the non-VLBI
flux densities excluding FIRST and NVSS gives α = 0.12 ±
0.06. J1242+5422 therefore has a positive spectral index below
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Figure 16. The radio spectrum of J1628+1154. The fit to the spectrum is
shown as a solid line.

Figure 17. The radio spectrum of J0324−2918.

4.3.1 J0324−2918

There is a discrepancy between the 4.8- and 8.6-GHz AT20G flux
densities, and the 8.4-GHz CRATES and 4.9 GHz PMN flux densi-
ties in the spectrum of J0324−2918 (Fig. 17). Regardless of which
set of points is considered, it is clear from the 148-MHz TGSS flux
density that J0324−2918 is a peaked-spectrum source. The spectral
turnover would be at ∼1.4 GHz or 7 GHz (depending on which
observations are considered).

There are two possible explanations for the discrepancy in flux
densities between these observations. First, the AT20G values are
peak brightnesses, rather than integrated flux densities. Secondly,
the AT20G observations have a resolution between ∼30 and ∼2 arc-
sec (Murphy et al. 2010), the 4.9-GHz PMN observations have a
resolution of 4.2 arcmin and we could not determine the reso-
lution of the 8.4-GHz CRATES observations. Resolution effects
could consequently have produced the difference in flux densities.
The second possibility is that the difference is due to variabil-
ity. J0324−2918 is a VLBI calibrator (Petrov et al. 2006), and in
CFC2016, we concluded that its VLBI emission is Doppler-boosted,
which strengthens the argument that it is variable.

Figure 18. The radio spectrum of J0906+6930. The solid line shows the fit-
ted log parabola. The range of flux density values between which RMP2011
observed 15-GHz variability is indicated by the thick uncertainty bar.

4.3.2 J0906+6930

The spectrum of J0906+6930 (Fig. 18) shows a clear spectral
turnover. RMP2011 observed J0906+6930 55 times at 15 GHz
between 2009 March 19 and December 29. During this time, they
observed the flux density to vary between 97 and 180 mJy. As the
source is variable, the value in Fig. 18 is the intrinsic mean 15-GHz
flux density (136 ± 2 mJy) calculated by RMP2011. Fitting the
spectrum, we find a turnover frequency of 6.4 ± 0.8 GHz. Since
J0906+6930 is at z = 5.47, this translates to a rest-frame turnover
frequency of 41.4 ± 5.2 GHz. Considering that J0906+6930 is
variable and that the fitted function does not fit the 148-MHz TGSS
upper limit and the flux densities above 20 GHz very well, the
uncertainty on the turnover frequency is likely underestimated.

4.3.3 J0913+5919

CWH2007 found a 233-MHz flux density of 30±3 mJy for
J0913+5919, which is incompatible with the 148- and 325-MHz up-
per limits of 6.9 and 10.6 mJy from TGSS and WENSS, respectively,
in the spectrum of J0913+5919 (Fig. 19). To check this apparent
discrepancy, we re-processed the same data used by CWH2007. The
raw visibility data, available from the GMRT archive under project
code 04CCA01, consist of three observing sessions (2003 Septem-
ber 15–17) with a total of 11.4 h on source. It was recorded over
4 MHz of bandwidth centred on 232.5 MHz and used the calibrator
3C48. We extracted the flux densities in the same way as described
in Section 2. This yielded an image with a local rms noise level
of 0.36 mJy beam−1 at a resolution of 16.4 × 10.5 arcsec2, with a
beam position angle of 3◦.

The integrated flux density of J0913+5919 in the reprocessed
image is 10.7 ± 1.2 mJy, which is a factor of ∼3 lower than what
was found by CWH2007. The new value is compatible with the
TGSS and WENSS upper limits. In the initial (preliminary) im-
age created by our pipeline, there were strong image-plane ripples
in the central region near the source. This was a rather common
feature in older (hardware-correlator-based) GMRT data, and is
likely the result of baseline-based errors. It is not straightforward to
suppress, and might have affected the flux density measurement in
CWH2007. The SPAM pipeline has dedicated image-based flagging
routines to excise the visibility data causing these artefacts, yielding
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Figure 27. The radio spectrum of J1013+2811.

Figure 28. The radio spectrum of J1205−0742.

by the starburst-driven radio synchrotron emission, while at νo !
100 GHz ≃ νr ! 570 GHz, the increase in flux density is the result of
thermal dust emission (e.g. McMahon et al. 1994; Yun et al. 2000;
Momjian, Carilli & Petric 2005; Planck Collaboration VII 2011).

4.4.3 J1311+2227

Assuming that the spectrum of J1311+2227 (Fig. 29) can be fitted
with a single power law, and using the 1.4-GHz FIRST flux density
and the 148-MHz TGSS and 4.9-GHz GB6 upper limits, the spectral
index is −0.19 < α < 0.84. J1311+2227 can therefore either have
a flat, inverted or peaked spectrum.

4.4.4 J1454+1109

Based on the VLBI flux densities being higher than the non-VLBI
flux densities in the spectrum of J1454+1109 (Fig. 30), and the
4.9-GHz GB6 upper limit and the 1.4-GHz FIRST flux density
being higher than the 1.4-GHz NVSS flux density, we conclude
that J1454+1109 is variable. In addition, due to a lack of spectral
coverage, we cannot constrain the spectrum. However, based on its
variability, and the fact that the VLBI emission is Doppler-boosted

Figure 29. The radio spectrum of J1311+2227.

Figure 30. The radio spectrum of J1454+1109.

(CFC2016), J1454+1109 is likely a blazar with a flat time-averaged
spectrum.

4.4.5 J1611+0844

Assuming that the spectrum of J1611+0844 (Fig. 31) can be fit-
ted with a single power law, and using the 1.4-GHz FIRST flux
density and the 148-MHz TGSS and 4.9-GHz GB6 upper limits,
−0.06 < α < 0.57. The time-averaged spectrum can therefore be
either inverted, flat or peaked. Since the VLBI flux densities are
higher than the non-VLBI flux densities, it is likely that J1611+0844
is variable. However, since the epochs when FIRST and NVSS
(1.4 GHz) observed J1611+0844 differ by about 3.6 yr (Ofek &
Frail 2011; Helfand et al. 2015), if J1611+0844 is variable, it means
that the FIRST and NVSS observations were serendipitously done
on two epochs when J1611+0844 happened to have the same flux
density.

4.4.6 J1720+3104

Assuming that the spectrum of J1720+3104 (Fig. 32) can be fitted
with a single power law, and using the 1.4-GHz FIRST flux density,
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Figure 31. The radio spectrum of J1611+0844.

Figure 32. The radio spectrum of J1720+3104.

and the 148-MHz TGSS (which is more constraining than 325-MHz
WENSS value) and 4.9-GHz GB6 upper limits, 0.17 < α < 0.43.
This is consistent with the spectral index of α = 0.36 ± 0.07
measured between the 1.7- and 5-GHz CFC2016(V) VLBI flux
densities. J1720+3104 can therefore have either a flat or a peaked
spectrum.

5 D ISCUSSION

In Table 7, the number and the percentage of sources in each spec-
tral class are given for the full sample and unbiased sub-sample
(which is described later in this section; see the table caption for
a description of the nomenclature used). This table was compiled
from the classifications in Table 4 in the following way: (1) If a
source is classified as, for example, ‘Flat’ in Table 4, then the num-
ber of flat-spectrum sources is increased by one; (2) if a source is
classified as ‘flat (steep)’, then the number of flat-spectrum sources
is increased by one, the lower uncertainty on the number of flat-
spectrum sources is decreased by one and the upper uncertainty
on the number of steep-spectrum sources is increased by one; (3)
if a source is classified as ‘flat or peaked’, the upper uncertainty
on the number of flat-spectrum and peaked-spectrum sources are

Table 7. Spectral classification summary.

Full samplea Unbiased sub-samplea

Spectral Number of per cent of Number of per cent of
classification sources sources sources sources

Inverted 0+3
−0 0+10

−0 0+3
−0 0+14

−0
Flat 6+5

−1 21+17
−3 5+5

−1 23+23
−5

Steep 8+1
−3 28+3

−10 7+1
−2 32+5

−9
USS 0+2

−0 0+7
−0 0+1

−0 0+5
−0

Peaked 10+4
−1 34+14

−3 6+4
−1 27+18

−5
Concave 1+0

−0 3+0
−0 0+0

−0 0+0
−0

Notes. aThe format b+c
−d should be interpreted as follows: There are b sources

in the given spectral class, and additional c sources that are not in the class
but could be. Of the b sources, d are in the class but could have a different
spectral classification within the errors on their spectral indices.

both increased by one. Finally, the percentage of sources in each
class of the full sample were calculated using a total number of 29
sources, since the spectrum of J1454+1109 is completely uncon-
strained (Section 4.4.4). We also point out again that as discussed
in Section 1, in all of the sources except J1205−0742 (which has a
concave spectrum), the radio emission is caused by AGN activity.
In J1205−0742, the radio emission is caused by star formation.

The primary selection effects in our sample of sources are that
all of the sources have spectroscopic redshifts and were selected for
follow-up high-resolution VLBI observations. In general, the latter
involves a flux density lower limit and the sources being compact
on arcsec scales in previous (e.g. FIRST) observations. In addi-
tion, some authors selected sources for VLBI observations because
of the shape of their radio spectra. Since this can bias the values
of the full sample in Table 7, we created a unbiased sub-sample
of sources that were not selected for VLBI observation with a spec-
tral bias. To do this, we checked how each of the sources was se-
lected for VLBI observation the first time that they were observed.
If a source was selected for VLBI observations with a spectral
bias, it was not included in the unbiased sub-sample. This resulted
in the following seven sources not being in the unbiased sub-
sample: J0311+0507, J0324−2918, J0906+6930, J1026+2542,
J1205−0742, J1606+3124 and J2102+6015. In columns 4 and
5 of Table 7, we re-calculated the values in columns 2 and 3 for
our unbiased sub-sample. The percentage of sources in each class
of the unbiased sub-sample was calculated using a total number
of 22 sources, since the spectrum of J1454+1109 is completely
unconstrained (Section 4.4.4).

In Table 7, the fact that we did not find a single USS sources is
striking, considering that the USS technique is specifically used to
search for high-redshift sources. All of the VLBI observations of the
sources were carried out above 1.4 GHz (Table A1), where the flux
densities of the USS sources are rapidly decreasing (Section 4.2).
The lack of USS sources could therefore be the result of sources
typically only being considered for VLBI observation if, in previous
non-VLBI observations, they have flux densities above a certain
minimum.

To attempt to test if this is the case, we downloaded the 12th
data release of the SDSS quasar catalogue (Pâris et al. 2017) and
removed all sources with SDSS pipeline redshifts smaller than 4.5.
Of the remaining 1054 sources, 16 are VLBI sources discussed in
this paper. Using a search radius of 5 arcsec, we matched all the
sources in FIRST (1.4 GHz) to the list of z > 4.5 SDSS sources and
the TGSS catalogue (148 MHz). From this, we found 22 sources
which have both FIRST and TGSS flux densities, and of these, six
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Unknown

⚪ The number of FSRQ is less than that of other types 
→ The cosmological evolution/An environmental effect in the  

early Universe?  

[Problem] 
　・The selection criteria are not uniform. 

→ The detection limit in radio or optical catalogs. 
→The redshift criteria.

Unknown
5

Concave
1

Peaked
10

Steep
8

Flat
6

The distribution of spectral class



PURPOSE

Objective
We will discuss the following two things with Flux limited VLBI sample of 

high-z AGN jets 
1. The distribution of high-z AGN jets classified by radio spectrum.  

>> Does selection-bias affects the distribution in the previous study? 
2. Cosmological evolution for high-z FSRQs. 

>> Does the space density of the FSRQs at high-z follow the LDDE model 
expected at low-z? 

⚪ Selection criteria 
• z ≥ 3.0 in the SDSS quasar catalog DR7/DR10 and  

S ≥ 6.8 mJy in the FIRST catalog. 
→ 570 targets were selected. 

570 targets have been observed with JVN/YI.

z ≥ 3.0@SDSSSν ≥ 6.8 mJy
@ FIRST

570
sources



OBSERVATION

JVN: The survey of radio source originated by AGN jets. 
[Strength] 
⚪ Weak radio emission (a few mJy) can be detected. 
⚪ Bright emission from 10 mas can be detected. 

YI: Measurement of total flux density of AGN jets. 
⚪ Total (“Radio core” + ”Jet”) flux density can be measured. 
⚪ Discuss radio spectrum by comparing YI flux density with  

other radio data.

θ~10 mas

θ~1 arcmin

The large survey of high-z AGN jets

Observation parameters
Array (Telescope) Frequency 

[MHz]
Polarization Fringe spacing Sensitivity 

1σ [mJy]
Detection criteria

JVN (Yamaguchi-32m/Hitachi)
8192—8704

RHCP 8.4 mas 0.53 SNR≥7.0
YI (Yamaguchi-32m/34m) LHCP 1.1 arcmin 0.90 SNR≥6.0



RESULT

RESULT: 363 targets have been detected!

⚪ 363 and 386 out of 570 targets have been detected by JVN, YI (z=3.0–5.3). 

⚪ The brightness temperature is higher than 106 K for all target detected by JVN. 
　→ The VLBI flux density is originated by AGN jets. 

Detected number Flux density Luminosity  Brightness temperature

TB,min = 1.61 × 1011Sνθ−2(1 + z) K
Lν = 1.20 × 1026D2

LSν(1 + z)−1 W Hz−1



DISCUSSION

⚪ Identification criteria 
• The positional error between target’s positions:  
• If there are some FIRST sources within ,  

the source in the radio catalog may be contaminated. 

⚪ Spectral classification 
• Targets have been classified 9 classes with the radio spectrum 

θsep ≤ θbm/2
θbm

θsep
θbm

JVN taget (SDSS position)

FIRST position

A radio catalog position

A Illustration of identification between 
target and a radio catalog sources.

Classification Criteria
① Peaked spectrum With turnover point
② Convex spectrum Convex like shape
③ Flat spectrum Spectral index at |α| ≤ 0.5
④ Steep spectrum Spectral index at α < -0.5
⑤ Inverted spectrum Spectral index at α > 0.5
⑥ Probably Flat Spectral index at |α| ≤ 0.5 (at GHz)
⑦ Probably Steep Spectral index at  α  < -0.5 (at GHz)
⑧ Probably Inverted Spectral index at  α  > 0.5 (at GHz)
⑨ Unclassified Less than 2 data points

①

②

③

④ ⑨

Probably Flat
⑥

Probably Inverted
⑧

Probably Steep
⑦

Classification by the wide-band 
radio spectrum



DISCUSSION

Redshift distribution of the spectral classification
Flat Probably 

Flat Steep Probably 
Steep

Probably 
Inverted Inverted Peaked Convex Unclassified

Observed 134 127 153 39 3 0 39 6 69
JVN detected 122 118 54 31 3 0 31 4 0



Comparing the space density of our targets with LDDE model best-fitted in z ≤ 3. 
Fit the LDDE model, A, p2 to the space density of our targets. 

Our space density shows the similar trend in previous study. 
However, p2 in our study is steeper than one in previous study.

DISCUSSION

Space density of Flat type spectrum

Φ(L, z) = A
ln(10)L [( L

L* )
γ1

+ ( L
L* )

γ2

]
−1

× ( 1 + z
1 + z*c (L/Lf)α )

p1

+ ( 1 + z
1 + z*c (L/Lf)α )

p2
−1

LDDE model parameters
# Source z range γ1 L* γ2 zc* α p1 p2 A

[erg s-1] [Gpc-3 erg-1 s]

Mao+17 168 0.0–5.3 0.67 6.00×1043 1.69 1.94 0.08 4.54 —7.81 7.35×10-2

Our study 271 3.0—5.3 0.67 6.00×1043 1.69 1.94 0.08 4.54 —9.48 7.05×102



DISCUSSION

Space density of Flat type spectrum
Comparing the space density of our targets with LDDE model best-fitted in z ≤ 3. 
Fit the LDDE model, A, p2 to the space density of our targets. 
[Strength in our study] 

⚪ The uniformity of the selection criteria. 
⚪ The large number of the targets. 

[In previous study] 
⚪ Targets were selected by a lot of criteria. 
⚪ Only 5 targets in the sample at z ≥ 3 and the  

luminosity range log L = 43.16—45.21 erg s-1. 

Space density at high-z is different from the low-z  
prediction.



VLBI imaging with EAVN 
Other problem of high-z AGN jets. 

⚪ Lorentz factor of high-z AGN jet is lower than  
that at low-z AGN jet. 

⚪ It is depended on environment in the early  
Universe. 

We have observed 8 high-z AGN jets with EAVN. 
　(Furuya Y., Niinuma K., Fujisawa K., Hada K., Shen Z.-Q., Zhang, Y.-K.) 

⚪ 8 targets have been imaged by EAVN. 
⚪ Some target have an pc-scale jet at  

~100 GHz (at rest frame) 

These are key targets to reveal a radiation  
mechanism in the early Universe.

FUTURE WORK

KaVA

KaVA

KaVA

KaVA+TM+NS

KaVA+TM+NS

KaVA+TM+NS KaVA+TM+NS

KaVA+TM+NS

CMB pressure

Emission from lobe

Emission from core

The hypothesis 
• Radio emission from lobe is 

constrained by CMB pressure. 
• Radio emission from core is self-

absorbed by lobe.



SUMMARY

SUMMARY
⚪ Problems: Selection bias affects studies of cosmological evolution. 

[1] Current LDDE model is only consistent with the result at low-/mid-z. 
[2] The number of FSRQ is less than that of other types 

⚪ Our study: A large Flux limited VLBI sample at z≥3 have been obtained. 
[1] → Space density of high-z FSRQ is different from the predicted one at low-z. 

(= The environment around FSRQs is different at different redshift.) 
[2] → Flat spectrum is majority at high-z. 

(= The distribution of spectral types is affected by selection-bias in previous study.) 

⚪ Future work: Discuss physical parameter from VLBI images observed by EAVN. 
[3] Feature of high-z FSRQs might be affected by an environmental effect. 
　  → We are going to discuss the physical parameter from VLBI images at ~100  

  GHz (the rest frame).


